Motivation Motivation
One of the most stylized facts in the international finance is One of the most stylized facts in the international finance is that investors overweight domestic securities in their that investors overweight domestic securities in their portfolio investment. portfolio investment.
-Many studies document such home bias (see French and Poterba, 1991 , Tesar and Werner,1998 , and Ahearne, Griever, and Warnock, 2004 .
The issue of home bias has been puzzling researchers for at The issue of home bias has been puzzling researchers for at least 30 years (Stulz, 2005) . least 30 years (Stulz, 2005) .
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One of the most stylized facts in the One of the most stylized facts in the international finance is the evidence that international finance is the evidence that investors overweight domestic securities in investors overweight domestic securities in their portfolio investment. their portfolio investment.
The issue of home bias has been puzzling The issue of home bias has been puzzling researchers for at least 30 years (Stulz, 2005) . researchers for at least 30 years (Stulz, 2005) .
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Home bias and information asymmetry Theory suggests that information advantage of local investors over foreign investors can partially explain the home bias.
Mixed evidence based on investment performance approach. Sample criteria Sample criteria --Countries with more than 50 firms in I/B/E/S Countries with more than 50 firms in I/B/E/S --Firms followed by both local and foreign analysts for Firms followed by both local and foreign analysts for each year and for each firm, so that both groups appear each year and for each firm, so that both groups appear for every firm for every firm--year year -- Foreign investors and analyst local advantage Foreign investors and analyst local advantage Foreign investors Foreign investors' ' demand for analyst services increases demand for analyst services increases when they become more interested in a country when they become more interested in a country Greater supply of analyst services when foreign investors Greater supply of analyst services when foreign investors are more interested in a country and hold more equity are more interested in a country and hold more equity from that country. from that country. If analysts become more accurate when the demand for If analysts become more accurate when the demand for their services increases (more resources), one would their services increases (more resources), one would expect the analyst local advantage to fall as the portfolio expect the analyst local advantage to fall as the portfolio share of foreign investors in a country increases. share of foreign investors in a country increases.
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Proxies of demand for analyst services Proxies of demand for analyst services US holdings US holdings --US investors US investors' ' equity and debt holdings of foreign country j / equity and debt holdings of foreign country j / foreign country foreign country j j' 's s GDP GDP US flows US flows --US investors US investors' ' equity and debt trading values of foreign country j equity and debt trading values of foreign country j / foreign country / foreign country j j' 's s GDP GDP US equity US equity --US investors US investors' ' equity holdings of foreign country j / foreign equity holdings of foreign country j / foreign country country j j' 's s equity market capitalization equity market capitalization US portfolio US portfolio --US investors US investors' ' equity holdings of foreign country j / US equity holdings of foreign country j / US investors investors' ' total equity holdings total equity holdings 31 31 
Summary and conclusion Summary and conclusion
There is a significant analyst local advantage. There is a significant analyst local advantage. The analyst local advantage is strong in countries where The analyst local advantage is strong in countries where disclosures are weaker, where institutional investors are disclosures are weaker, where institutional investors are less important, and where share ownership is more less important, and where share ownership is more concentrated. It is also strong in countries that are concentrated. It is also strong in countries that are underweighted in U.S. portfolios. underweighted in U.S. portfolios. Information asymmetry appears a common cause for the Information asymmetry appears a common cause for the analyst local advantage and home bias. analyst local advantage and home bias.
